Abstract N.L. Johnson and S. Kotz introduced in 1990 an interesting family of symmetric distributions which is based on randomly weighted average from uniform random samples. The only example that could be addressed to their work is the so-called "uniformly randomly modified tin" distribution from which two random samples have been computed. In this paper, we generalize a subfamily of their symmetric distributions and identify a concrete instance of this generalized subfamily. That instance turns out to belong to the family of Johnson and Kotz, which had not seemingly received proper attention in the literature.
Introduction
The randomly weighted average, and its applications, has been introduced by N.L. Johnson and S.
Kotz for the first time in 1990 as follows: for independent random variables X 1 , · · · , X n , the random variable Z = n i=1 W i X i , where W = W 1 , . . . , W n is independent from X i 's and has the Dirichlet distribution (with i W i = 1), is called the randomly weighted average of X i 's. Johnson and Kotz (1990) in the concluding remarks of their paper mention that the "case in which the X's have standard uniform (0, 1) distribution leads to an interesting family of symmetric distributions." In this paper, a new representation of Beta distribution is introduced using randomly weighted average of n independent Beta random variables. This family seems not to have received proper attention in the literature; though we identify a distribution of it which turns out to be the celebrated Beta distribution. Also, it is shown that the proposed (moments) method of Johnson and Kotz (1990) for finding distribution of randomly weighted average instead of the Stieltjes transform (employed first by Van Assche 1987) , which has been strongly recommended by some authors, still seems to be a simpler and superior method.
A Presentation for Beta Distribution
The following theorem provides a new presentation for the Beta distribution.
Theorem 2.1 For independent random variables X 1 , · · · , X r with Beta(n 1 , m 1 ), · · · , Beta(n r , m r ) distributions and random vector
Proof. We find the k th moment of Z as follows:
By using the dirichlet distribution, we have
It is well known that
By considering the fact that the sum of the Dirichlet-multimonial distribution on its support equals to one, we have
, which is the k th moment of the Beta( r j=1 n j , r j=1 m j ) distribution, and this proves the theorem.
The following corollary exactly specifies (only) one instance of the interesting family introduced by Johnson and Kotz (1990) .
Corollary 2.2 For independent random variables X 1 , · · · , X r with standard uniform (0, 1) distributions and random vector W = W 1 , · · · , W r with Dirichlet(2, · · · , 2) distribution, the randomly weighted
Proof. In Theorem 2.1 put n j = m j = 1 for j = 1, · · · , r.
In some papers such as Roozegar and Soltani (2013) it is mentioned that the "distribution of [randomly weighted average] cannot be directly specified", and "[i]t is realized that Stieltjes transform (ST) is more appropriate". In fact, the following corollary of Theorem 2.1 contains the main result of Roozegar and Soltani (2013), noting that the R i 's defined by them as where U (1) , ..., U (n−1) are order statistics of a random sample U 1 , ..., U n from a uniform distribution on ; i.e.,
for |x| < a.
Proof. In Theorem 2.1 put n j = m j = 
Conclusions
The method of this article, which is a continuation of the method of Johnson and Kotz (1990) , provides an elementary and direct way for computing the distribution of randomly weighted averages of certain random variables. Our Theorem 2.1 provided one specific example of the interesting family of symmetric distributions foreseen in Johnson and Kotz (1990) . So, this goes to say that the more elementary and much simpler method of Johnson and Kotz (1990) can still be a powerful technique.
